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1 BACKGROUND 
The Sydney Intermodal Terminal Alliance (SIMTA) received development consent for the construction and 
operation of Stage 2 of the Moorebank Precinct East (MPE) Project (SSD 7628) on 31 January 2018 and 
comprises the second stage of development under the MPE Concept Approval (MP10_0193). SSD 7628 has 
been subject to the following modification applications: 

- MPE Stage 2 Modification 2 (SSD 7628-Mod 2) application, which was approved on 31 January 
2020; 

- MPE Stage 2 Modification 3 (SSD 7628-Mod 3) application, which was approved on 18 December 
2020; and  

- MPE Stage 2 Modification 4 (SSD 7628-Mod 4) application, which was approved on 19 January 
2021. 

This Construction Community Communication Strategy (CCCS) has been developed to provide the 
mechanism by which to facilitate communication with Liverpool City Council and community stakeholders 
during the construction phase of Stage 2 of the MPE Project (hereafter, ‘the Project’) 

Within this plan, a strategy has been established to demonstrate the contractor’s approach to the 
management of community engagement and compliments the overarching SIMTA Moorebank Intermodal 
Communication and Engagement Strategy (SIMTA CES). This CCCS addresses the relevant requirements 
of the Project Approvals, including the Environment Impact Statement (EIS), Response to Submissions (RtS) 
and Minister’s Conditions of Consent (CoC), and all applicable guidelines and standards specific to the 
management of community engagement during Construction.  

1.1 Introduction 
The MPE site, including the Project site, is located approximately 27 km south-west of the Sydney Central 
Business District (CBD) and approximately 26 km west of Port Botany and includes the former Defence 
National Storage and Distribution Centre (DNSDC) site. The MPE site is situated within the Liverpool Local 
Government Area (LGA), in Sydney’s South West subregion, approximately 2.5 km from the Liverpool City 
Centre. 

The MPE Project involves the development of an intermodal facility including warehouse and distribution 
facilities, freight village (ancillary site and operational services), stormwater, landscaping, servicing and 
associated works on the eastern side of Moorebank Avenue, Moorebank.  

Stage 2 of the Project involves the construction and operation of warehousing and distribution facilities on 
the MPE site and upgrades to approximately 2.1 km of Moorebank Avenue. 

Key components of the Project include:  

• Earthworks including the importation of 600,000m3 of fill and vegetation clearing 
• Approximately 300,000m2 gross floor area (GFA) of warehousing and ancillary offices 
• Warehouse fit-out 
• Freight village, 8,000m2 GFA of ancillary retail, commercial and light industrial land uses 
• Internal road network and hardstand across the site 
• Ancillary supporting infrastructure within the site, including: 

– Stormwater, drainage and flooding infrastructure 

– Utilities relocation/installation 

– Fencing, signage, lighting, remediation and landscaping 

• Moorebank Avenue upgrade including: 
– Raising by about two metres and some widening 

– Embankments and tie-ins to existing Moorebank Avenue road levels 

– Signalling and intersection works 

• Intersection upgrades along Moorebank Avenue including: 
– Moorebank Avenue / MPE Stage 2 access 
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– Moorebank Avenue / MPE Stage 1 northern access 

– Moorebank Avenue / MPE Stage 2 central access 

– MPW Southern Access / MPE Stage 2 southern emergency access 

The location of the Project site is shown in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1 Site Overview 
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1.3.2 Construction Works Phase A (Excluding Moorebank Avenue 
Upgrade Works) 

Construction Works Phase A will include bulk earthworks, drainage and utilities, construction and internal fit-
out of warehousing and finishing works, in addition to all works described in Section 1.3.1 (Early Works). This 
phase excludes Moorebank Avenue works described in Section 1.3.3.  

Construction Works Phase A includes, but is not limited to: 

Completion of Site Preparation Activities 

• Demolition of existing structures  
• Clearing of remaining vegetation 
• Adjusting the building formation of the site (to final operational levels) within which the Warehousing 

Compound will be located 
• Establishment of the temporary batch plant and materials crushing plant 

Bulk Earthworks, Drainage and Utilities 

• Importation, stockpiling and placement of up to 600,000 m3 (including the quantity imported during Early 
Works) of imported clean general fill (not exceeding a total of 22,000 m3 of material per day) for bulk 
earthworks 

• Installation of on-site detention (OSD) and drainage infrastructure within the Project site  
• Construction of retaining walls 
• Creation of internal road formation by general earthworks (by constructing fill embankments) 
• Bulk earthworks and adjusting the building formation of the Project site to final level, including the 

terminal hardstand 
• Utilities relocation and installation 
• Establishment of hardstand areas.  

Construction and Internal Fit-out of Warehousing 

• Foundation and floor slab installation  
• Erection of framework and structural walls 
• Installation of roof 
• Internal fit-out of warehouses (racking and associated services). 

Miscellaneous construction and finishing works 
• Pavement construction (internal transfer roads and perimeter road), including forming of new kerbs, 

gutters, medians (where required) and other structures 
• Line marking, lighting and sign posting 
• Installation of road furniture, including traffic signs and pavement markers 
• Miscellaneous structural construction  
• Finishing works, including landscaping and general site rehabilitation, where required  
• Commissioning of the Project 
• Decommissioning/demobilisation of the Project site, including removal of construction compound(s) and 

temporary construction environmental controls. 

1.3.3 Construction Works Phase B (All Construction Activities) 
Construction Works Phase B will primarily include Moorebank Avenue upgrade works, in addition to all works 
described in Section 1.3.1 (Early Works) and Section 1.3.2 (Construction Works Phase A). Generally, the 
Moorebank Avenue upgrade works are described as construction of the Moorebank Avenue Diversion Road, 
bulk earthworks, drainage and utilities, and pavement works.  

Construction Works Phase B includes, but is not limited to: 

Construction of the Moorebank Avenue Diversion Road 
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• Stripping of topsoil within footprint of temporary diversion road  
• Installation of temporary drainage  
• Placement of fill and temporary road pavement (e.g. gravel)  
• Construction of interface between temporary diversion road and existing Moorebank Avenue 
• Installation of temporary road signage, street lighting and signalling 
• Transfer of traffic onto temporary diversion road from Moorebank Avenue.   

Bulk Earthworks, Drainage and Utilities 
• Removal of existing pavement and stripping of topsoil within Moorebank Avenue 
• Importation, stockpiling and placement of approximately 600,000m3 (including the quantity imported 

during Early Works and Phase A) of imported clean general fill (not exceeding a total of 22,000 m3 of 
material per day) for bulk earthworks 

• Creation of a road formation for Moorebank Avene and the Moorebank Avene Diversion Road by general 
earthworks (by constructing fill embankments) 

• Utilities relocation and installation 

Pavement works along Moorebank Avenue 

• Placement of select layer of earthworks material on top of the road formation  
• Placing and compacting the pavement (concrete, or concrete and asphalt) over the select layer 

(consisting of a sub-base and base) and potential sealing with bitumen  
• Traffic switching from diversion road onto final, upgraded Moorebank Avenue  
• Removal of construction traffic management and progressive opening of the internal road and 

warehouse access roads to traffic 
• Removal of road surface, road signage, street lighting and signalling from temporary diversion road 
• Commissioning of Moorebank Avenue. 

1.4 Purpose and Application 
This CCCS has been developed to address the Minister’s CoC, Final Compilation of Mitigation Measures 
(FCMM) and ISCA requirements and aims to demonstrate how stakeholders will be managed during the 
Construction phase of the Project. This CCCS has been prepared to align with the SIMTA Community and 
Engagement Strategy (SIMTA CES) prepared for the Moorebank Precinct for both MPE and Moorebank 
Precinct West (MPW).  

This strategy provides the methods to measure and reduce the impact to nearby sensitive receivers by the 
Construction Contractor during Construction, including all sub-contractor and consultant partners.  

The CCCS will be implemented for the duration of the MPE Stage 2 development and for 24 months 
following the completion of construction. The requirement of an Operational CCS will be reviewed at this 
time, subject to the Department’s consideration.  

1.5 Staged Submission of this Plan 
Subject to the consent of the Secretary (CoC A14), the Project has elected to stage the submission of a 
number of strategies, plans and programs that are required by the CoCs based on the Delivery Works 
Phases identified in Table 2.  For a detailed description of the relevant phase, refer to either the EWEMP or 
CEMP. 

In accordance with CoC A15, Table 2 identifies the stage of the development to which this document applies, 
and the relationship between any future stage. The trigger for updating the document is also identified in 
Table 2. When a document is updated, the most recent version of the document will supersede the previous 
version(s). This CCCS will be implemented for the duration of the MPE Stage 2 development and for 24 
months following the completion of construction. The requirement of an Operational CCS will be reviewed at 
this time, subject to the Department’s consideration. The CCCS will supersede the Early Works CCS which 
will be implemented for the duration of Early Works. 
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3.3 Cumulative Impacts 

3.3.1 Human Health 
The demolition of buildings containing asbestos on the MPE and MPW sites (Moorebank Logistic Park) has 
the potential to cause human health impacts if not handled, transported and disposed of in an appropriate 
manner. However, the demolition will be undertaken in accordance with all State and Federal guidelines and 
legislative requirements and will be undertaken over a short period of time. Accordingly, the potential 
cumulative impact is considered likely to be low. 

3.3.2 Visual Amenity 
Both the MPE and MPW sites are effectively screened from surrounding sensitive receivers by existing 
vegetation to the west, south and east, and existing Defence and industrial areas to the north. Proposed 
landscaping will assist in minimising any visual impacts once construction is complete.  

In addition, the Project and the MPE Stage 1 and MPW Stage 2 Projects are all in keeping with the existing 
industrial nature of both sites, and therefore, it is not anticipated for the cumulative scenario to result in any 
visual impacts above what was assessed for the Project in isolation. 

3.3.3 Other 
Other potential cumulative impacts resulting from construction activities relate to air, noise and traffic. Aspect 
specific cumulative impacts are discussed in the relevant subplans, including the Construction Air Quality 
Management Plan, Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan and Construction Traffic and Access 
Management Plan respectively.    

3.4 Community Communication Process 

3.4.1 Community Consultative Committee 
The SIMTA CEC are in the process of establishing a Community Consultative Committee (CCC), where 
stakeholder nominations closed on 9 April 2018. The independent chair is currently collating the nominations 
to send to DPE to select the successful members.  

The CCC acts as an advisory committee and comprises the Applicant, Council, members of the local 
community, stakeholder groups and an independent chairperson. Meetings will discuss the progress of the 
Project, consider community issues and concerns, review environmental impacts of the Project and provide 
information on the progress of the Project. The CCC will operate for the duration of construction and at least 
5 years following the commencement of operation. The committee will determine the frequency of meetings 
taking into consideration the stage of the Project, level of public interest and sensitivity of the site and 
surrounding area. The frequency of meetings may vary as the project progresses through its different phases 
of construction and into operation of the Project.  

3.4.2 Notification Timeframes 
The SIMTA CES outlines the communication and engagement timeframes to be adhered to by the 
Contractor. These are reiterated in Table 13 below.  
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Draft materials will be reviewed and approved by the CEC before being submitted to SIMTA Precinct 
Developer for final approval. It is expected SIMTA will provide approval to non-urgent material within two 
business days. No materials will be released until it has been approved.  

For urgent communications where it is not feasible to submit the material for approval five business days in 
advance, written advice will be provided to SIMTA explaining why the approval needs to be expedited and 
the requested deadline for approval. This situation would apply in the case of emergency works. 

Any out of hours works or extended hours’ work must be undertaken in line with the Construction Noise and 
Vibration Management Plan (CNVMP) Out of Hours Work Protocol and Extended Hours Works Plan.   

3.4.4 Extended Hours Works Plan and Out of Hours Work Protocol 
An Out of Hours Work Protocol will be prepared for any construction works undertaken outside the hours 
specified in CoC B65 and circumstances specified in CoC B67. If construction works are required to be 
undertaken outside of hours specified in CoC B65 and circumstances specified in CoC B67, notification to 
sensitive receivers will be undertaken in line with measures outlined in Table 13. 

An Extended Hours Work Plan will be prepared for any construction works that are required to be 
undertaken during the Extended Hours Works Periods identified in CoC B69. If construction works are 
required to be undertaken during Extended Hours Works Periods, notification will be undertaken in line with 
measures outlined in Table 13.  

3.4.5 High-Noise Activities and Traffic Disruptions 
Traffic disruptions and high noise activities are likely to occur during Construction. The following procedure 
will be followed to inform nearby residential receivers of traffic disruptions and high noise activities: 

1. Contractor’s CM to identify types and durations of works which may generate high-impact noise or 
disrupt traffic flows during works scheduling and notify Contractor’s CLM prior to quarterly Community 
Consultative Committee Meetings 

2. Works scheduling to be discussed at CCC meetings, with members given the opportunity to raise 
concerns around timing of works, for example due to school holidays or local events etc. 

3. Contractor’s CM to review schedule and amend where possible and provide Contractor’s CLM details or 
works being undertaken 

4. Contractor’s CLM to develop content to be included within community notification and submit content to 
SIMTA CEC a minimum of 14 days prior to works commencing for review and approval 

5. SIMTA CEC to review and approve notification, and distribute to the impacted nearby sensitive receivers 
a minimum of 7 days prior to the works commencing. SIMTA CEC will also update the Project website 
with the relevant information. Appendix A identifies sensitive receivers that would be notified prior to the 
commencement of works that would cause traffic disruptions.  

The notification will also be included on the Project website.  

3.4.6 Complaints and Enquiries 
Complaints and enquiries may be received directly from stakeholders to members of the Project team, or 
indirectly via the 24-Hour Project information line, email address or postal address. The procedure for 
recording, responding to, and managing complaints is included within Appendix B.  

3.4.6.1 24-hour contact 
The CEC will be the first responder to all calls on the 24-hour Project Information Line and will respond 
directly to all calls relating to the overarching project. 

The contractor will nominate two 24-hour contacts such as the Contractor’s CLM and Construction Manager 
who are available to answer and respond to calls relating to the Project.  
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Community members are also able to use the project email address for project questions, and access the 
project website for additional project information.  

3.4.6.2 Complaints register 
All complaints and enquiries will be logged in the Consultation Manager Database by the CEC. The following 
information will be recorded in the complaints register: 

• Name of enquirer/complainant 
• Address of enquirer/complainant 
• Form of enquiry/complainant 
• Time and date of enquiry and/or complaint 
• Nature of enquiry/complaint 
• Allocation of enquiry to relevant Contractor 
• Details of the investigation into the complaint 
• Response provided to address the complaint 
• Confirmation of response with SIMTA CEC 
• Verification of the closeout of the complaint 
• Any follow up with the complainant.  

Upon request from the Secretary, the CEC will provide the complaints register to the Secretary within 7 days 
of request. 

3.4.6.3 Dispute resolution 
Should a complaint not be able to be resolved between the complainant and the Project team including 
SIMTA, a third party independent mediator may be used to help resolve the dispute.  

Generally, this mediator will be the Environmental Representative (ER) as they are independent of the 
design and construction personnel, and have been approved by the Secretary. 

In accordance with CoC C24(g), the ER will “if conflict arises between the Applicant and the community in 
relation to the environmental performance of the development, attempt to resolve the conflict, and if it cannot 
be resolved, notify the Secretary”. 

In all cases of conflict, except for environmental performance, an independent third party mediator (which is 
not the ER) will be used.  

3.4.7 Media and Government Resolutions 
The SIMTA Precinct Developer (PD) is responsible for managing all media inquiries. All Project personnel 
will be informed of the media obligations through the Project induction which will include the following detail: 

• The Contractor’s CLM to be advised immediately of any media inquiries, who will then advise SIMTA as 
soon as possible, and within 2 hours of any media approach 

• All personnel will be required to issue the Project Information number if approached by anyone, including 
media 

• Media will not be permitted to visit the Project without the written approval of the SIMTA PD. 

Direct requests from the media to any personnel for information about the Project will be referred directly to 
the SIMTA PD and the CEC. 
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4 MONITORING AND REVIEW 

4.1 Monitoring 
Monitoring under this strategy will be undertaken by the Contractor’s Environment Manager during weekly 
inspections of Construction activities to monitor compliance and conformance with the requirements of the 
CoC, ISCA requirements and this strategy. To minimise impact on the community and to rectify any issues to 
avoid potential complaints, weekly inspections will focus on the following key construction issues: 

• Noise and vibration 
• Traffic management 
• Air quality.  

An Environmental Inspection Checklist will be used to maintain compliance, conformance and effectiveness 
of controls. Items that require action will be documented during environmental inspection and notified to the 
site supervisor. The site supervisor will be responsible for providing appropriate resources in terms of labour, 
plant and equipment to enable the items to be rectified in the nominated timeframes.  

Daily inspections and maintenance of controls will be made by the Site Supervisors and maintenance will be 
recorded in site diaries during active site works. 

4.2 Environmental Auditing and Reporting 
The Consultation Manager database will be used to record all Project Community and Stakeholder 
interactions. This database will be populated by the CEC for complaints and enquiries received through the 
24-Hour Project information line, email address or postal address with the Contractor responsible for 
providing information to the CEC in how the complaint or enquiry was addressed. The Construction 
Contractor will provide the CEC with details of any direct enquiries and complaints made to them. 

A monthly report will be submitted to the CEC outlining the following: 

• Number of communications issued 
• Number of complaints and enquiries including response times 
• Summary of any stakeholder interactions.  

Furthermore, a quarterly report outlining Stakeholder Engagement will be submitted to SIMTA a minimum of 
20 business days prior to the end of each reporting quarter.  

 Non-compliances, Non-conformance and Actions 
It is the responsibility of all site personnel to report non-compliances and non-conformances to the Site 
Supervisor and/or the Contractor’s EM. 

Non-compliances, non-conformances and corrective and preventative actions will be managed in 
accordance with Section 4.4 of the CEMP. 

4.4 Review and Improvement 
Review and improvement of this strategy will be undertaken in accordance with Section 1.2.7 of the CEMP. 
Continuous improvement will be achieved by the ongoing evaluation of environmental management 
performance and effectiveness of this strategy against environmental policies, objectives and targets.  

A copy of the updated strategy and changes will be distributed to all relevant stakeholders in accordance 
with the approved document control procedure.     
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 ENQUIRIES HANDLING 
The below is an extract from the CES. 
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 GENERAL CONTENT APPROVAL PROCESS 

 




